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The Handbook’s Origin Story

The Foundational Handbook on Improvement Research in Education is an essential com-
ponent of a broader effort to galvanize a community of scholars who are collaborating 
to build, strengthen, and elevate the field of improvement research. The tie that binds 
this community is the shared commitment to using disciplined, inclusive improvement 
approaches grounded deeply in practice contexts, with the goal of advancing quality 
and equity in students’ personal, social, and academic development, and pursuing 
the organizational and systems change necessary to support sustainable improvement. 
The handbook is a scholarly primer that takes stock of the foundations, contexts, 
approaches, and methods of this rapidly developing field of educational research. 

A growing community of scholars is engaging in improvement research in educa-
tion. By evoking the phrase “improvement research,” we aim to refer to and elevate 
research that has a commitment to action and intervention; is aimed at addressing 
problems, needs, and opportunities that arise in educational practice; and that is 
undertaken through systematic approaches to support and study intervention. In 
contrast to traditions of educational research that have the primary aim of producing 
general knowledge, the primary aim of improvement research is to produce and use 
knowledge to address specific problems, needs, and opportunities grounded deeply in 
practice contexts. The past decade has seen growing enthusiasm for (and significant 
federal and philanthropic investment in) new approaches to improvement research 
that coordinate disciplined methods of iterative design and inquiry. These approaches 
are advanced using novel organizational forms in which researchers, educational pro-
fessionals, and other stakeholders collaborate to understand and improve classrooms, 
schools, and systems.

The roots of the handbook stretch to a series of meetings sponsored by the Spen-
cer Foundation, the William T. Grant Foundation, and the Carnegie Foundation for 
the Advancement of Teaching focused on building the field of improvement research 
in education. The members of the editorial team represent a set of scholars that 
engaged in these field- level conversations and were interested in further organizing a 
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2   Jennifer Lin Russell and William R. Penuel

community of improvement researchers. As an editorial team, our first step in build-
ing the field of improvement research has been to strengthen connections among 
scholars engaged in this work. We have been working to draw more members of the 
community of improvement scholars into a tighter professional network, to continue 
to build common identity and collective voice, and to begin to formalize the network 
as a self- sustaining, collegially led enterprise.

Our ambition is for this community of scholars to work together to strengthen the 
standing of and support for improvement research in academic and practice contexts 
by, among other things, taking responsibility for establishing standards of rigor and 
quality, advancing norms of mutual respect and accountability, and supporting the 
professional development and growth of new and continuing members. Our ambi-
tion is for members of the community also to work together to strengthen support 
for improvement research in broader policy, philanthropic, and other educational 
environments on which the field depends for resources and legitimacy, and to advance 
improvement research as intrinsically tied to a mission to build more just and equitable 
education systems. 

These commitments became the impetus for the Improvement Scholars Network 
as an informal collegial group—something of an invisible college—that is taking 
responsibility for building and advancing the field of improvement research in educa-
tion. Toward moving beyond aspirational visioning to concrete action, our approach 
to developing the Improvement Scholars Network has been through joint work aimed 
at yielding tangible artifacts that represent the breadth and depth of improvement 
research, the diversity of improvement researchers, and the commitment of members 
to a field- building agenda. Thus far, these efforts have engaged more than 200 col-
leagues in conference presentations, publications, and professional meetings.

This series of engagements notably included a structured poster session, “The 
Scholarship of Improvement: Building Community around an Emerging Tradition 
of Practice- Focused Research,” at the 2019 American Educational Research Associa-
tion’s annual meeting. The session showcased 11 examples of improvement research 
detailing methods and measurement approaches supporting collaborative, continuous 
improvement; research- practice partnerships aimed at improving instruction, aca-
demic learning, and socioemotional learning; the application of improvement meth-
ods in districts, turnaround zones, and state education agencies; and shifts in federal 
policy establishing the context for all of the preceding. Two distinguished discussants, 
Handbook editor Bill Penuel and Jal Mehta, reflected on the collective contributions 
of the posters and provided commentary on productive avenues for further developing 
the field. 

Another early collaborative activity of the emerging Improvement Scholars Net-
work was the production of an Oxford Bibliographies series on continuous improve-
ment in education. Don Peurach served as editor for this series, including 15 articles 
that index the research literature on topics related to continuous improvement in 
the United States and internationally. The articles are structured akin to annotated 
bibliographies that identify, organize, and briefly synthesize relevant research for each 
topic and include citations, summaries, and direct links for all cited research. The top-
ics parallel those in this handbook, for example, foundations, contexts, approaches, 
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Introducing Improvement Research in Education   3

and methods of improvement research. Indeed, many of the articles from the Oxford 
Bibliographies series served as the foundation for chapters in this handbook.

Building on these initiatives, two professional meetings catalyzed the handbook 
project, organized by Don Peurach and Jennifer Russell in their roles as senior fellows 
with the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. The first meeting, 
which engaged more than 30 colleagues in a day- long activity at the 2018 Carnegie 
Summit on Improvement in Education, focused on identifying domains of improve-
ment scholarship. These domains of scholarship, in turn, served as the basis for devel-
oping a draft proposal for the sections and chapters of a foundational handbook for 
the field. The second meeting also engaged 30 colleagues in a day- long activity at the 
2019 Carnegie Summit, which focused on workshopping and refining the handbook 
outline, and generating peer nominations for handbook authors and editors. 

Coming out of the meeting at the 2019 Carnegie Summit, Peurach and Russell 
began to meet with colleagues that were nominated or self- nominated to serve on 
the handbook’s editorial team. In a series of subsequent meetings in summer and fall 
2019, the editorial team used artifacts and feedback from the meeting at the 2019 
summit to further refine the design of the handbook, as well as to identify lead authors 
for each chapter. In pairs, members of the editorial team took responsibility for fur-
ther refining the outline of chapters for each of the handbook’s four sections, getting 
feedback from the broader team in follow- up meetings. We extended invitations to 
lead authors for each chapter, who subsequently identified collaborators and developed 
chapter abstracts. In a meeting at the 2020 Carnegie Summit, held virtually due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic, we engaged authors in a series of conversations aimed at 
accelerating authors’ initial work on their chapters and creating opportunities for col-
legial feedback; building coherence within and between sections of the handbook and 
collective responsibility among authors; and positioning section editors and authors to 
further advance each section. 

Aiming to enhance the quality of the handbook and further advance collegial 
engagement around its production, we activated a peer review process that had each 
chapter reviewed by one external reviewer (not a Handbook author) and one internal 
reviewer (author of another chapter). Reviewers attended to both the internal coher-
ence, logic, and content of the chapters as well as their contribution to central cross- 
cutting themes such as “equity and inclusivity as goals for the work and outcomes of 
improvement research in education.”

Authors subsequently revised their chapters based on reviewer feedback. As the 
chapters were finalized, the editorial team drafted introductions for each section, 
and the lead editors drafted the introduction and conclusion for the overall volume. 
Additionally, the editorial team shared central themes from their handbook sections 
in an interactive session during the Improvement Science SIG business meeting at the 
2021 American Educational Research Association (AERA) annual meeting. During 
this session, we engaged more than 50 attendees in discussion of the ways that the 
handbook might be used by target audiences such as improvement researchers and 
students of improvement. These ideas ultimately informed the final section of this 
introductory chapter and will be used to plan subsequent engagements related to the 
handbook. 
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4   Jennifer Lin Russell and William R. Penuel

Given its roots in this extended, collaborative engagement process, we believe 
that the handbook represents the diversity of conceptions about what it means to do 
improvement research in education, as well as some commonalities across models. 
While we worked hard to manage this tension between shared commitments and 
interests on the one hand and representing a diversity of approaches on the other, it 
is likely that we did not capture the full range of active approaches in the field. Given 
the resources and access to networks of power necessary to engage in highly visible 
improvement research, we have probably overrepresented large, well- funded projects 
within research universities, and further work to organize the improvement research 
community should create connections with smaller projects and individual researchers 
embodying the same commitments. With these cautions in mind, we see the collab-
orative process undertaken to develop the handbook as an important strategic action 
in an effort to build a community of improvement researchers in education.

Scope of Improvement Research

An essential function of the collaborative engagement process was the need to grapple 
with what we mean by improvement research in education. A starting position in 
this need to define the improvement research terrain was to establish improvement 
research’s primary aim as producing and using knowledge to address specific oppor-
tunities, needs, and problems grounded in specific practice and community contexts. 
This is not to say that improvement research does not also contribute to the field’s 
capacity to addressing practical opportunities, needs, and problems in other contexts: 
This can be accomplished through development of knowledge and theory that con-
tribute to the research base, and through the development and sharing of tools and 
routines that can be adapted to support improvement work in other settings (Henrick 
et al., 2017). Rather, by naming a primary focus on addressing practical opportuni-
ties, needs, and problems, sites of education practice and other learning contexts, such 
as museums and communities, become the primary contexts for the production, use, 
and refinement of practical knowledge. This feature of improvement research stands 
in contrast to traditional research enterprises undertaken in universities, labs/centers, 
intermediary organizations, and other enterprises where research and development 
take place, and where accountability is to peers in the research community or to fund-
ing agencies, rather than to people in schools and communities. 

By focusing on practical opportunities, needs, and problems arising in practice- 
based contexts, the object of inquiry becomes core educational processes such as 
classroom instruction, after school programming, and counseling and mentoring, 
which are primary contexts for students’ personal, social, and academic develop-
ment. Improvement researchers productively engage in processes of negotiation with 
practitioners to arrive at a focus for joint work (Penuel et al., 2013). An opportunity, 
needs, and problem- centered orientation presses collaborating teams to begin by ana-
lyzing the systems and structures that shape practice in a particular context (Bryk et 
al., 2015). Further, as root causes and systems are interrogated, issues of equity and 
inclusivity are often illuminated (Hinnant- Crawford, 2020).
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Introducing Improvement Research in Education   5

Improvement research, as described in this handbook, is characterized by coordi-
nated, disciplined methods of iterative inquiry, design, implementation, and evaluation. 
The notion of working iteratively toward incremental systemic change is central to 
improvement research and often embedded in routines that organize cycles of design, 
intervention, and reflection (Cobb et al., 2018; Lewis, 2015). Typically, the work is 
participatory, with team members from different backgrounds contributing to multiple 
aspects of the work—design, testing, and evaluation of change. While the particular 
methods different models use vary, a common feature is that design and evaluation 
activities are tightly coordinated with one another, so that evidence from tests of inno-
vations plays an integral role in informing iterative design. Finally, a systemic perspec-
tive is fundamental to improvement research: Building on the idea that every system is 
perfectly designed to produce the results it does, an important first step of teams is to 
come to see the system as it is and to imagine how it could be (LeMahieu et al., 2017).

Approaches to improvement research include design- based implementation 
research as enacted in research- practice partnerships (Fishman et al., 2013); improve-
ment science as enacted in networked improvement communities (Bryk et al., 2015; 
Russell et al., 2017, 2019); interdisciplinary problem solving as enacted in long- term 
field sites (Donovan et al., 2013); and multi- method analysis and problem solving as 
enacted in research alliances (Moeller et al., 2018). While the social organization of 
these approaches vary, each is advanced through arrangements that bring researchers, 
educational professionals, community members, and other stakeholders together to 
understand and improve learning and development processes and outcomes. 

While improvement research has a commitment to intervention and action, 
there is much to be gained through positive coordination with other traditions of 
educational research that aim to contribute to understanding the personal, social, and 
academic development of students. In other words, there is a lot of valuable education 
research that falls outside the improvement research paradigm. Learning research, often 
pursued through design- based research, explores what is possible in new domains of 
learning such as problem- based learning (Barron et al., 1998). Experimental research 
on teaching and learning interventions provides a guide for making thoughtful choices 
about what changes can be integrated and adapted into systems (Dynarski, 2008). 
More foundational studies grounded in the philosophy and history of education can 
help define what improvement goals are worth pursuing and locate equity and justice 
pursuits across scales of time and place (e.g., Moses & Chang, 2006). Descriptive and 
explanatory research on organizational and institutional processes is important, pro-
viding a lens for understanding the systems and structures that enable and constrain 
improvement efforts (e.g., Bridwell- Mitchell & Sherer, 2017). Consequently, it is 
crucial not to valorize improvement research to the exclusion of other critical domains 
and traditions of educational research.

A Member of the Collaborative Research “Family”

Improvement research as described in this handbook is collaborative in its approach, 
in that it conceptualizes the relation of research and practice as a “two- way street” 
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6   Jennifer Lin Russell and William R. Penuel

(Tseng et al., 2017). Today, most policies and incentives for research are centered on 
producing evidence and disseminating research to users like local policy makers and 
educators—a “one- way” street focused on translating research into practice. Improve-
ment research conceptualizes the ways research and practice can inform one another 
differently—that is, as necessitating an ongoing, dynamic relation of research and 
practice. Bryk et al. (2015) describe the goal of such research as producing “practice- 
based evidence” grounded in an understanding of how to make powerful interventions 
and practices work under a wide variety of contexts. In such research, educators are 
fully engaged alongside researchers in developing, testing, and improving the work of 
supporting learning in educational organizations (Bryk, 2015).

The handbook explores different models of improvement research, in which the 
forms of collaborative research vary widely, as do the types of collaborators. Some 
adhere to improvement science methods as articulated by leaders at the Carnegie 
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching (e.g., Hannan et al., 2015), while oth-
ers use forms of design research centered in schools, districts, and communities (e.g., 
Meléndez et al., 2018; Stosich et al., 2017). Some collaborations involve a single prac-
tice organization partnered with a team from a single research organization. Others 
involve multiple kinds of organizations that either work within a single educational 
system (such as a district or state) or across many. The focus of the work varies widely 
as well, from fostering change to classroom practice to redesigning infrastructures for 
improvement across schools and districts. As Rutledge, Cannata, and Wellborn (this 
volume) argue in their chapter on principles that unite different models of improve-
ment research, what is common is an assumption that improvement at scale requires 
collaborative engagement among researchers and practitioners.

One way of understanding what unites improvement research models is by view-
ing the different models as multiple members of a wider “family” of approaches to 
collaborative research. Treating different models of improvement research as sharing 
“family resemblances” (Wittgenstein, 1953) allows us to identify common, overlap-
ping principles among those models. It also can help us identify some of the identi-
ties of particular models that might distinguish them from other members, either by 
the way they foreground particular commitments or principles, or how they organize 
research and development projects. And it allows for us to put advocates for and 
practitioners of different models of research into dialogue—much as we have done in 
developing this handbook—for the purpose of clarifying what particular models of 
improvement research are good for, their limitations, and their demands—in terms of 
human capacities, material resources, and ethical commitments. 

As part of an earlier effort that informed this handbook, Penuel and colleagues 
(2020) describe some of the key features of a family of approaches that they call “col-
laborative research.” The approaches reviewed included Carnegie- inspired improve-
ment research, as well as the Strategic Education Research Partnership (SERP) 
approach (Donovan et al., 2003), design- based implementation research (DBIR; Fish-
man et al., 2013), and community- based design research (CBDR; Bang et al., 2016). 
Many of the overlapping principles that Penuel and colleagues identify are ones that 
are resonant with the scope of improvement research included in this volume. For 
example, they characterize this family of approaches to collaborative research as being 
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Introducing Improvement Research in Education   7

problem centered and attentive to context. In addition, this family shares the goal of 
developing knowledge that is of practical value to participants and their organizations 
and communities, as well as to systematic inquiry.

In addition to the definition above, their framework highlights two principles that 
complement those that framed this book, which will be seen in a number of chapters 
in this volume: (1) supporting the agency of participants in research and (2) giving 
accounts of the roles and contributions of partners. The first of these refers to the 
potential of collaborative research to expand the sense of possibilities for changing the 
systems in which participants are working toward ends of equity and justice (Campano 
et al., 2015). Participation as collaborators in core research activities is one vehicle for 
supporting the agency of participants, which in improvement research always involves 
some kind of action or intervention to bring about change. The second principle, giving 
an account of participants’ contributions, is a corollary of the first principle. As Penuel 
et al. (2020) write, “it is not sufficient to assert that the research is participatory; com-
munication about the research must provide explicit warrants for how the expertise of 
participants is reflected in the focus, process, and outcomes of research” (p. 648).

These are important principles because they highlight ways in which collaborative 
research can be both humanizing and accountable. Collaborative research inevitably 
involves some struggle and, if successful, the development of human capacities of par-
ticipants in the direction of our shared commitments to change. In that sense, it can be 
humanizing in ways that Freire (1970/2000) and subsequent scholars have advocated 
(Paris & Winn, 2014). This is contingent, however, on the care enacted within col-
laborative research (Riedy, in progress). It also depends on relationships where partners 
are mutually accountable to one another, whether through closeness of individual 
relationships (e.g., Stamatis & Lee, 2021) or through political solidarity (e.g., Ishimaru 
et al., 2018). Still, what it means for improvement research to be “answerable” (Patel, 
2015) to participants remains an open question, because institutional incentives and 
rewards for researchers are unrelated to accountability to schools and communities 
(Penuel et al., 2020).

Treating improvement research models as members of a single family has some 
important limitations. What can be lost are the unique histories of different models 
of collaborative research, which contribute to their diversity and also help explain 
why different priorities are central to practitioners of improvement research, and also 
account for relationships that exist among practitioners. For example, participatory 
action research (Whyte, 1989, 1991) is a long- standing tradition in social science, and 
some improvement research models incorporate it as an approach to interprofessional 
collaboration or youth- adult collaboration (see Penuel & Roberts, this volume). It 
has roots within sociology and community organizing, and it aims for democratizing 
research and social action. Other models of improvement research, such as improve-
ment science, have their origins in industry and medicine, where the aim is not neces-
sarily advocacy or transformation of systems, but optimizing work processes to achieve 
given aims. Advocates of each approach might rightly object to being characterized as 
belonging to a single family of approaches, given these different histories.

Even one commonly used name for collaborative research—research- practice 
partnerships (Coburn & Penuel, 2016)—does not encompass the full range of models 
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8   Jennifer Lin Russell and William R. Penuel

for collaborative research, much less improvement research. Research- practice part-
nerships certainly seek to embody the principles of collaborative research outlined 
by Penuel et al. (2020) in their commitment to mutualism and research that directly 
informs practice. But other scholars, whose work is centered more strongly in com-
munities and their visions for justice, refer to collaborative research with such aims as 
“community research collaboratives” or as “community- engaged research” (York et al., 
2020). These names signal not only commitments to community in general but also to 
particular marginalized communities’ efforts to gain power and access to valued social, 
cultural, and economic resources. Such commitments are not evident across traditions 
of improvement research, though they provide an opening to consider whether and 
how they might become more central in improvement research in the future.

Equity and Justice in Improvement Research

Defining their work as focused on equity and justice is not something many people 
linked to improvement research have always done. Notably, in a conference poster 
session at the 2019 Annual Meeting of the AERA, a commentator noticed the absence 
of attention in particular to matters of race in improvement research (Mehta, 2019). 
That is not to say that improvement researchers have been unconcerned with mat-
ters of educational equity, such as the success of minoritized students in mathematics 
in both K–12 settings (Booth et al., 2015) and in community colleges (Yamada & 
Bryk, 2016). But equity and justice have not been “centered”—that is, brought into 
the spotlight and kept there throughout the research process. Depending on our own 
positionality, we may need to “de- center” our own perspectives to do so—both as 
individuals with particular social identities and in our roles as researchers, educators, 
or policy makers. Acknowledging our own positionality is crucial from the start of 
any improvement research project focused on a particular problem—because problem 
definition is deeply shaped by our location within the world (Hinnant- Crawford & 
Anderson, this volume).

Within improvement research, there are a variety of ways that scholars do take up 
issues of equity. For example, across different kinds of research- practice partnerships, 
nearly all partnerships define equity principally in terms of relationships among part-
ners, seeking to share decision- making power among educators and researchers, but 
not all aim specifically for equitable outcomes for children, youth, their families, and 
their communities (Farrell, 2021). Those that do, however, vary in how they think of 
equity, with some highlighting the need for reduced achievement gaps, others empha-
sizing the need for equitable access to high- quality instruction (Cobb & Wilhelm, this 
volume), and still others who argue that what is needed is to integrate more culturally 
relevant teaching, address systemic issues such as poverty and racism, and partner more 
with marginalized student populations and their communities (Jabbar & Childs, this 
volume). Similarly, Campano, Ghiso, and Thakurta (this volume) argue that equal 
access to the same academic opportunities only results in equity when teachers chal-
lenge their own deficit thinking about students and work to become antiracist in their 
teaching.
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Introducing Improvement Research in Education   9

There are examples presented in this volume and elsewhere of bringing equity and 
what it means to participants to the fore. The three cases of projects used to explore 
model variation in improvement research in the volume—the Chicago Alliance for 
Equity in Computer Science, San Francisco Unified School District’s Lesson Study 
Initiative, and the Un Buen Comienzo networked improvement community—all 
center equity in their ongoing work from problem formulation to design and testing 
of innovations. Some have begun by focusing early efforts on generating shared under-
standing of and commitments to educational equity, as well as to working toward rela-
tionships of solidarity among partners that are grounded in politicized notions of trust. 
For example, in the California Tinkering Afterschool Network, researchers and educa-
tors in this design research partnership began their work by “coming to terms”—that 
is, coming to a common understanding of equity and what it would mean for their 
work (Ryoo et al., 2015). As Woulfin and Allen (this volume) argue, common under-
standings of equity are important to coordinating improvement efforts across levels 
of educational systems. Vakil et al. (2016) describe a design research project in which 
their team directly addressed the politics and power that exist within all collaborations 
between researchers and communities and pursued the development of politicized trust 
based on relations of solidarity among collaborators.

Just as equity is a term that can take on different meanings within improvement 
research in education, so can the term justice. To name three perspectives offered in the 
volume, Peurach et al. (this volume) present justice as that which results from effec-
tive pursuits of educational equity, where there has been equal voice and participation 
in defining and advancing quality. Hinnant- Crawford and Anderson (this volume) 
argue that pursuing justice requires working against assimilation into normative ways 
of thinking and acting. And Campano and colleagues (this volume) define justice in 
relation to “epistemic cooperation”—partners working together across boundaries of 
various kinds—ways of knowing, social worlds, and institutional structures. Justice, in 
this context, entails addressing epistemic oppression through both active listening and 
appreciation, as well as dismantling hierarchies of knowledge and forms of expression 
that limit our ability to hear and cooperate across divides. Justice can also mean attend-
ing to the fair distribution of educational opportunities (Oakes & Rogers, 2007), col-
lective activity to open up possibilities for reimagining how and where learning takes 
place (Gutiérrez et al., 2020), and work toward Indigenous presence, sovereignty, and 
rematriation (Tuck, 2011).

For improvement research in education to become more equity and justice 
focused, scholars must engage with critical perspectives, argue Jabbar and Childs 
(this volume). Critical theories invite us to consider how improvement efforts—and 
improvement researchers—are embedded within interlocking, hierarchically struc-
tured organizations, institutions, and social systems that are organized principally to 
reproduce inequality (Stanton- Salazar & Dornbusch, 1995). They invite us to engage 
directly with issues of power, politics, and ideology, as well as the ways that interac-
tions in organizations are raced, classed, and gendered (Kincheloe & McLaren, 2011). 
Critical theories invite us to deeper reflexivity about the purposes toward which we 
work and to greater appreciation for the power of systems to resist efforts to promote 
educational equity and justice. As Fishman and Herrenkohl (this volume) ask us to 
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10   Jennifer Lin Russell and William R. Penuel

consider, are we in improvement research about the work of “doing things better” or 
“doing better things”—that is, working toward transformation and not just improve-
ment of systems? (Engeström, 2017).

In their chapter in this volume, Jabbar and Childs argue that critical theories are 
needed to help us understand different levels of the systems in which we are embed-
ded: classroom, organizational, community, and policy. Their chapter describes several 
candidate theories that span the disciplines of learning sciences (e.g., Politics of Learn-
ing Writing Collective, 2017), organizational studies (e.g., Ray, 2019), geography 
(e.g., Tate, 2012), and critical policy analysis (e.g., Kincheloe & McLaren, 2011). The 
chapter in this volume by Hopkins et al. gives us a sense of what this can look like in 
practice, applying a critical approach to social network analysis to reveal the operation 
of power in networks and to describe how inequities are both reproduced and chal-
lenged within a cross- community collaborative in environmental education.

There are important implications of centering equity and justice in improve-
ment research in education for both how we organize ourselves and for the purposes 
we work toward. In cultivating trust and relationships, partnerships can attend to 
equity by addressing historical imbalances of power among participating individuals, 
organizations, or communities. In supporting the aims of practice and community 
partners, partnerships can attend to equity and justice by defining and pursuing goals 
that reflect the concerns of stakeholders with historically limited social power. And as 
part of their work, partners can come to shared agreements about how findings will be 
shared and with whom, with specific attention to the concerns of those with histori-
cally limited social power.

Tensions in Improvement Research

All design involves competing goals that must be balanced. That is to say, improve-
ment research—insofar as it involves the design of innovations and infrastructures—
involves wrestling with design tensions (Tatar, 2007). These tensions arise from the 
fact that there are inevitably multiple goals and values to be brought into relationship 
with one another in design. They also arise from the fact that all design must wrestle 
with existing infrastructures—it does not take place outside the very systems that 
design is intended to change (Star & Ruhleder, 1996). Because improvement research 
in education is fundamentally concerned with changing educational systems, the 
specific sociopolitical and historical dimensions of schooling and the relationships of 
schools to society are a key source of design tensions with which the authors of these 
chapters and project teams have engaged.

GOALS OF IMPROVEMENT AND TRANSFORMATION

A key design tension within improvement research is one related to considerations of 
equity and justice—namely, balancing the goals of working toward improvement and 
transformation. Improvement research is often driven by a pragmatic concern with 
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Introducing Improvement Research in Education   11

implementing a highly specified change to work practice and doing so in a way that 
is measurable and within a specific time period (Bryk et al., 2015). Such work neces-
sarily operates within existing systems as they are seeking leverage points where small 
changes can effect more broadscale change over time. 

A number of scholars in this volume and in the field more broadly call for a more 
radical transformation of systems, rather than improvement. They call attention to the 
need to fundamentally rethink institutions of schooling that have ill served Black and 
Indigenous students, immigrant students, students with disabilities, among other com-
munities of students. Many express skepticism that a system that is “perfectly designed 
to get the results it does” and that systematically produces failure for these groups of 
students, or seeks their cultural erasure, can ever be reformed (e.g., Dunn et al., 2021). 

These different goals can be in tension with one another. When they are in ten-
sion, they lead teams to consider important questions about who is at the table defin-
ing the problems to be solved and aims of improvement research, how the work is 
organized, and to whom the work is accountable. It also raises questions about where 
work should take place inside, alongside, or outside existing institutional structures, 
as well as about which existing structures to work within and which structures to 
challenge.

PROMOTING RELIABILITY OF OUTCOMES AND 
SUPPORTING AGENCY OF IMPLEMENTERS

Values are also a source of design tensions when they come into conflict with one 
another in the context of building partnerships and establishing concrete goals for 
joint work. An enduring tension is between valuing “reliability” in outcomes of inno-
vations and “supporting the agency of participants.” Underlying the concern for reli-
ability is an important value: ensuring that the benefits of an innovation are realized by 
all who are expected to benefit, no matter who they are or where they happen to expe-
rience that innovation. Getting to reliable outcomes is a key aim of certain continuous 
improvement models, such as Six Sigma (LeMahieu et al., 2017), and it is behind 
enduring concerns about implementation fidelity (O’Donnell, 2008). A concern with 
reliability is present even in the ideals of implementation integrity (LeMahieu, 2011) 
and adaptive integration (Hannan et al., 2015), where there is concern for the need 
of implementers to adhere to the key principles of a designed intervention in order to 
realize its benefits. 

At the same time, improvement research values supporting the agency of partici-
pants in making adaptations to innovations they deem necessary (e.g., Buxton et al., 
2015). Supporting the agency of participants is valued for different reasons by different 
improvement researchers: it acknowledges the need for any innovation to be custom-
ized to its institutional context and to the students being served; it builds support 
among implementers for its spread; and it recognizes that implementers should have a 
say in the ways that innovations they are expected to implement are enacted.

These values can come into tension with one another in the context of specific 
improvement projects at different points. For example, when preparing teachers to 
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12   Jennifer Lin Russell and William R. Penuel

implement an innovation, should the goal be to promote fidelity of implementation, 
or productive adaptation (DeBarger et al., 2013)? And when designing an interven-
tion, should it be fully specified ahead of time, or should innovations be purposefully 
“under- designed” so as to support the agency of participants in completing them 
(Downing- Wilson et al., 2011; Fischer, 2009)? And when studying implementation, 
whose perspectives should be privileged, those of designers or those of the actors who 
implement them (Penuel et al., 2014)? These are enduring tensions that improvement 
projects must navigate. 

ROLE FLEXIBILITY AND ROLE CLARITY

A third recurring design tension within improvement research pertains to roles. On 
the one hand, role flexibility is highly valued within improvement research (Coburn 
et al., 2013). Seeing everyone as “an improvement researcher,” committed to and 
involved in all aspects of the work, is valued because role flexibility embodies the idea 
that everyone brings relevant expertise to solving complex educational problems. Flex-
ibility in roles also can support learning within a community of practice, by helping 
people see how different activities fit together (Laferrière & Gervais, 2008). At the 
same time, role clarity is also a key value within improvement research, where people 
work within defined roles to contribute in ways that are transparent to everyone on 
a team (Penuel et al., 2007). Further, when there is role ambiguity or role confusion, 
partnerships can founder without explicit negotiation of roles (Farrell et al., 2019). 
When people are simply expected to pitch in without clear roles and compensation, 
much work remains invisible and goes unrecognized and uncompensated, creating 
conditions for exploitation of participants in improvement research. This particular 
tension is relatively enduring, because of the long- standing divisions of labor between 
research and practice, which are reflected in the different incentives and rules of 
researchers’ and practitioners’ respective organizations (Lagemann, 1997). 

BUILDING EXPANSIVE NETWORKS AND 
REDESIGNING INFRASTRUCTURES

Another pair of goals that can come into tension are the impetus to create expansive 
networks of people and organizations focused on a common improvement aim and 
the need to redesign infrastructures within a single educational system. Creating 
networks is a core activity within many models of improvement research, specifically 
networks focused on the “improvement of improvement”—that is, on improving how 
we go about the work of improving systems (Bryk et al., 2015; Russell et al., 2017). 
Such networks are built around a shared goal or common problem, and they bring 
in relevant expertise from different disciplines and contexts as needed to support the 
work (Bryk et al., 2011). Most of them, moreover, span organizational boundaries, 
and some spread across vast distances as well (e.g., Hannan et al., 2015). The benefit 
of an approach is that networks that cross organizational boundaries can facilitate the 
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Introducing Improvement Research in Education   13

spread of innovations (Greenhalgh et al., 2004) and address problems of limited access 
to resources and expertise within public sector organizations (Weber & Khademian, 
2008).

Some models of improvement research prize the design and redesign of exist-
ing infrastructures within systems. As an example, in design- based implementation 
research (DBIR; Fishman et al., 2013), teams often work to redesign instructional 
guidance infrastructures within districts and states, so as to support particular visions 
for teaching and learning. A key goal in this work is to create guidance systems that 
give consistent support for teachers and ones that support equitable implementation 
of innovations (see, e.g., Hall et al., 2021; Penuel et al., 2018). A potential advantage 
of infrastructure redesign is that it establishes a way to sustain particular innovations 
within a system, particularly when those innovations are codesigned (Bakah et al., 
2019; Bødker et al., 2018).

There are trade- offs in each approach, which is why the goals of network build-
ing and infrastructure work can be in tension in improvement research. On the one 
hand, outside expertise can be a valuable resource for innovation and change, but 
it is not readily available to make on- the- spot decisions that matter and that might 
benefit from situated judgment of an outsider as a co–problem solver. In addition, 
for any system actor, the ability to make use of that expertise depends on their orga-
nization’s ability to absorb and make use of the knowledge of outside experts (Farrell 
& Coburn, 2017). Working inside the system with available expertise can be more 
sustainable but, like many closed networks, can hinder innovation due to interlocking 
relationships among people, processes/routines, and policies that tend to reproduce 
existing systems.

Handbook Structure

The handbook is divided into four major sections. The first section (“Foundations of 
Improvement Research in Education”) introduces five foundational ideas that inform 
improvement research in education—work, learning, schooling, democracy, and 
equity—and explicates theories that help improvement scholars conceptualize these 
big ideas. By making connections to social science and learning theories, we see how 
improvement research extends from and contributes to deep scholarly traditions that 
explain how learning is embedded in social relations and institutionalized structures of 
schooling, and how collaborative improvement work can be productively organized. 
We also gain inspiration for the ways that improvement research can contribute to 
more just, equitable, and democratic education systems by imagining new possible 
relationships among researchers, educators, and communities. In so doing, the section 
demonstrates the “deep, broad, and tangled roots” of improvement research and pro-
vides a theoretical toolkit for conceptualizing improvement research projects. 

The second section (“Contexts of Improvement Research in Education”) addresses 
the “where” of improvement research—that is, the multiple, interdependent contexts 
in which improvement research in education is enacted and on which it focuses. 
By marking that improvement work is embedded in and shaped by school, district/
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14   Jennifer Lin Russell and William R. Penuel

intermediary, community, and policy contexts, this section’s chapters raise important 
questions about whose knowledge is recognized and valued, how to build systemic 
capacity to mobilize practice- and community- based knowledge, and the ways that 
innovation and improvement agendas are driven by political interests, initiatives, and 
movements. The section concludes with a critical examination of the extent to which 
improvement research in education in and across these contexts is living up to its aspi-
rations for equity and inclusivity.

The third section (“Mapping Improvement Research in Education”) gets to the 
heart of improvement research by exploring different models and attending to both 
what they have in common and what makes them distinct. The chapters unpack four 
defining principles: improvement research focuses on solving practical problems, 
engages multiple stakeholders, is anchored in evidence and inquiry processes, and takes 
place in dynamic social and political contexts. Each chapter explores how the defining 
principles are enacted in cases that represent varied models, including a networked 
improvement community, a design- based research- practice partnership, and lesson 
study. This deep attention to the pursuit of common values in the cases enables criti-
cal points of variations in practice to come into focus with respect to focal problem 
definition, the social organization of improvement enterprises, and the way inquiry 
processes are designed and enacted.

Finally, the fourth section (“Designs, Tools, and Methods for Improvement 
Research in Education”) addresses the practice of improvement research, offering up 
some of the specific methods used to operationalize core principles of improvement 
research with an eye toward innovation. The section does not aim to comprehensively 
map the specific methods employed in improvement research, given it is a highly 
diverse space methodologically. Rather, the chapters spotlight innovative methods 
that are particularly well suited to support evidence generation for inquiry processes 
that are problem driven, collaborative, and aimed at building more just and equitable 
education systems.

Audiences for the Handbook

With our twin goals in mind—establishing the foundations and key attributes of 
improvement research as a form of scholarship and catalyzing the formation of a 
defined community of improvement researchers—we see many audiences that can 
make productive use of the handbook. Practitioners of improvement researchers will 
find this handbook useful as they articulate the rationale for engaging in this form of 
scholarship. As improvement research breaks from traditions of experimental design 
and researcher objectivity, it is important to have strong arguments for the value and 
legitimacy of this way of organizing research enterprises. The chapters in the first 
section describe some of the theoretical roots of this emerging tradition and will be 
particularly helpful in grounding arguments for improvement research in a broad 
interdisciplinary set of concepts, approaches, and methods with longer histories such 
as community- engaged research, sociocultural learning theory, organizational theories, 
and pragmatist philosophies. 
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Introducing Improvement Research in Education   15

Scholars engaged in improvement research can also gain inspiration for ways 
to design and organize their inquiry approaches and selection of research methods. 
Section III outlines the commonalities and variations in approaches to improvement 
research, ranging from design- based implementation research, improvement science, 
and community- based design. And section IV explores a discrete set of method-
ological approaches and tools that address key issues in improvement research such 
as solidarity- driven codesign as a methodology for engaging familial and community 
expertise, and critical social network analysis as a method for examining how power is 
embedded in networks of social relationships. In this way, the handbook is a resource 
for improvement researchers aiming to further hone or expand their practice.

As improvement research is an emergent field, it is also important that scholars 
study the novel forms of organizing educational research enterprises recognized as 
improvement research. Consequently, the handbook is intended to support the work 
of scholars of improvement research by providing a volume to locate and extend their 
scholarly contributions. Several of the contributions, particularly those in sections 
II and III, include a disciplined examination of cases of improvement research. For 
example, in chapter 7, Cobb and Wilhelm present five projects in education that 
exemplify joint attention to what it takes to investigate and support improvement in 
classroom teaching and learning at scale. And all four chapters in the third section ana-
lyze the same three cases of improvement research, representing different approaches 
and models. Building the field will require robust dialogue and innovation in research 
methodologies to support ambitious improvement aims and collaborative engagement 
with schools and communities. 

Other primary audiences include teachers and students of improvement research. 
We present the handbook as a resource for professors who can utilize the volume in 
formal training programs aimed at preparing the next generation of improvement 
scholars and scholarly practitioners. The comprehensive nature of the volume—cover-
ing theoretical underpinnings, critical contexts, approaches, and methods—presents a 
structure for potential graduate courses and a foundation for joining a scholarly com-
munity committed to improvement research. Examination of rich cases of improve-
ment research throughout the volume provides a concrete opportunity for students to 
learn about organizing and practicing improvement research. And students can utilize 
the compiled references and structure of each chapter as an entry point for engaging 
with a rich and varied literature that frames and presents the emerging improvement 
research field. 

In addition to these primary audiences, further building the field of improvement 
research, will require the development of a supporting ecology of practice, policy, 
and philanthropic actors. By field building we refer to the structures, legitimacy, and 
momentum catalyzed when a critical mass of organizations engage in interdependent 
improvement activity. For example, Peurach and Cohen- Vogel argue in the conclud-
ing chapter of this volume that policy actors can support the institutionalization of 
improvement research by creating incentives for K–12 districts and schools to engage 
in practice- focused continuous improvement. Philanthropic organizations can con-
tribute by framing discourse, setting agendas, allocating resources, and catalyzing 
improvement research activity. We hope that the handbook will inspire funders and 
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16   Jennifer Lin Russell and William R. Penuel

policy actors to recognize this as a field worthy of investment and infrastructuring, and 
provide further grounding for a growing community of improvement researchers in 
the field of education.
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